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The easiest way to understand our construction methods is to think of us as "a custom homebuilder that builds off-site." In the 50's the
term was "pre-fab," in the 70's it was "modular" and today
it's "systems-built."
We use this term because every home is made up of systems. The
obvious ones are a heating system, an
o
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Bui
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lde air conditioning system, a plumbing
AC
r system and so forth. We break things
down a little further and think in
terms of a floor system, a roof system,
a ceiling system, etc. Thus the term
"systems-built." However, what you
call us is not nearly as important as
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quality construction in every home we build.
Construction methods and technology have changed
dramatically over the years. Today we can build everything from
a modest ranch to an elegant two story home. Our homes are
beautiful and customizable so you can build the home of your
dreams. Floor plans are flexible and there are so many upgrades and
options available that you can almost always get what you want
directly from our facilities.

One question we are often asked is, "are
your homes as good as site-built
homes?" We take great pride in
answering, "Of course not, they're
much better." Now, let's take a detailed look
and explain why.
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Once

you have

worked with your builder

and decided on the home, floor plan,

a n d o p t i o n s you want, we use sophisticated C AD programs

t o c r e a t e b l u e p r i n t s fo r y o u r h o m e.

This comprehensive set of

pla n s i s u s e d t h ro u g h o u t t h e construc tion process.
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Quality control starts long before
the first nail is driven in your home. Lumber is
moisture tested before it is received. If it has too high of a
moisture content it is rejected.

We use computerized saws to cut materials at just the right length
and angle for maximum efficiency and consistency. Automated
drills are used to prepare walls and floors for electrical wiring,
plumbing and CAT 5e wiring.

Roof trusses are built in our truss press. Lumber is precision
cut and placed into the machine. Hinged and static fasteners
are placed at the proper joints and a hydraulic press drives the
fasteners securely into the wood. By building trusses

in

house, we maintain a high level of quality control and eliminate
construction delays waiting for trusses to arrive from third party
manufacturers.
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The most obvious advantage we have over site-built homes
is that weather related problems are non-existent in our
controlled environment. Your home is safe and protected in
our facilities regardless of how hot, cold, rainy or snowy it is
outside. There are no weather
our crews don't have to

related delays indoors and

rush to finish a job "before the bad

weather hits."
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Floor systems are constructed on jigs. These jigs make easy
work of setting floor joists quickly and accurately. Floor joists
and band joists are set securely in the jig and then the joists
are power nailed in place. This keeps the floor system square
and true.

Decking is applied to the floor with glue and nails.

Once

this is completed the floor is ready to receive the wall system.

Another advantage of systems-built
construction is time. At the same time
the floor is being built, another crew is
working on the wall systems.
The walls are constructed on jigs similar to the floors. Exterior
walls are built from 2x6 lumber and interior walls are 2x4.
Marriage walls (where two sections of the home come together) are 2x3 so that when they are matched it becomes a 2 x 8
wall.
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Ceilings

are

built

in

reverse order of on-site construction. When building on-site the ceiling is built first
and then the drywall is lifted and fastened to it. In our system, the drywall is placed on a large table and then the roof
trusses are placed on the drywall and secured with expandable foam adhesive. This method provides a tight seal against
air and the foam is up to eight times stronger than glue
and screws. By using foam adhesive we save time on finishing the drywall because there are fewer dimples to repair
and there are no screw pops in a ceiling that has no screws.
The completed ceiling and roof system is lifted and set onto
the walls.
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Now that the main structures are in place, above floor plumbing
is installed. Once installed, plumbing lines are pressure tested
for leaks.

Code dictates the placement of electrical outlets, but more can
be added to your specifications. Electrical boxes on

outside

walls are caulked to help seal out the heat or cold. This is a feature
you can't get with on-site construction because the exterior walls
must be in place before the boxes are installed. You can select
structured wiring systems that include phone and data lines
and running wiring for cable or satellite television and computer
networking.
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Energy

efficiency is a key element in systems-built

construction. Depending on the area the home is being
built for, insulation is placed around plumbing vent lines
for extra protection and Handi-seal is placed around windows and doors.
During wall installation, bottom plates are sealed to provide a tight barrier
between the wall and the floor. Standard R-19 insulation is installed
between the studs. You may upgrade your wall insulation (up to an R-25 value) if
you are building in a colder climate.
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Oriented Strand Board (OSB Sheathing) is used to

complete

the outer wall. House wrap is standard on some models and
available as an upgrade on most others (except in warmer
climates).

Ceiling insulation is installed to meet the requirements in the
climate you are building in.

Brand name windows and doors are installed to the

manu-

facturers specifications. Our crews don't have to hunt for the
proper materials that were supposed to be shipped with the
window delivery from the lumberyard. Everything is on hand
when construction starts.
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At the same time the windows and doors are being
installed the roof decking is installed on the truss assemblies.

Our roofing crew's work with a safety harness attached at all times to
prevent serious injury while still allowing the mobility required to do the
job. Construction is faster because tools and materials are always in place
and ready for installation.
Under the roof things are just as busy. Our professional crews are
working on the drywall finish. They are taping, applying drywall
mud, and sanding for a smooth finish. Once the sanding is completed, the walls are primed with a spray gun and backrolled for a smooth professional finish that is ready
for you to paint.
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Interior doors are assembled in house to assure quality and
consistency. Each door is carefully constructed in our specialized
door assembly area and professionally installed.
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Flooring may be installed in the factory or on-site depending on the floor
plan and options you've selected. Underlayment is installed prior to laying
tile. Experienced crews install carpeting, tile or hardwood for a beautiful
finished floor.
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Kitchen cabinets are available in a wide variety of
finish colors, wood species and door styles. Our crews install
thousands of cabinets so you know an experienced

profes-

sional is properly installing your cabinets. The same goes for
the countertops and other fixtures. There is a wide selection
available and always a skilled craftsmen working on them.
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Floors and countertops are covered for protection during the trip to your home site.
Electric and plumbing are tested one final time and the home is prepared for delivery.
Our custom made cranes gently carry your home, section by section to the
waiting delivery trucks. A home can be

anywhere from 2 to 8

sections depending on
the style and floor plan chosen.
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Your home is expertly set on its basement or crawl space. The
pictured home is a Hawthorne. It is made up of seven sections,
The four main sections and 3 room additions.
We start with the home being transported to the job site. Once
there, a crane carefully sets the modules in place. Once the two
lower sections are secure the upper level is set. All of this takes
about a day to complete. In most cases,
day, your new home is weather tight,

by the end of the
and ready for the finish

work to begin.
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Your beautiful new home is nearly complete. On site, crews finish the inside
touching up drywall, installing flooring not installed in the plant, finishing

by

trim,

installing doors and other work where the home's sections join together. Once this
is finished, only someone with a trained eye can tell where the

sections come

together.
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Princeton
You and your builder can finish the look of your new home
with a variety of porch and garage styles. Here are just a few
examples of the custom looks other All American Homes
homeowners have selected. Your independent All American
Homes builder will assist you in getting the look and
features you want in your home.

Belmont
Morgan
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Charleston
Kingston
Bayshore
Cambridge

Carlisle

Trenton

Madison

Georgetown Elite

Hawthorne
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Construction Facilities:
Milliken, Colorado
970-587-0544

Decatur, Indiana
260-724-9171

Dyersville, Iowa
563-875-2421

Zanesville, Ohio
740-450-0500
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Rutherfordton, North Carolina
828-245-2140

Specifications in this brochure are subject to change without notice. Photos, drawings and
floorplans in this brochure may include builder-built options that are not necessarily offered
by All American Homes. Check with your independent All American Homes builder
for a complete list of detailed specifications and features for each model.
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